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Abstract. “DynamYrelaxation factors, i.e., varying throughout an elliptic field, are pro- 
posed. Vehicle is the “Direct Formal Integration (DFI)“algol invented by Payne (1980). Of 
course, the dynamic relaxations described herein can be applied to any elliptic solver. 
I. THE BASIC ALGOL: 
Consider a 2-D, for simplicity, Laplace equation. Extension of the 
Poisson, Helmholtz (linear or not) is immediate. 
procedure to 3-D and 
V2G(z, y) = 0 
with Dirichlet, Neumann or “mixed”boundary conditions on, say, 
trary, simply-connected domains are permitted. 
(1) 
the unit square; arbi- 
Now, “DFI”(Direct Formal Integration) is defined as three stages: 
Stage I - Formally integrate any DE system as many times as desired; conversion to 
Volterra IE or IDE is immediate. 
Stage I,I - Study integral forms for new insights, mathematical, physical and numeric. 
Some will surely appear. 
Stage III - Solve the Volterra system by an improved Picard-type iteration, similar to 
Caratheodory, and much faster than classical Picard. 
Some score of DFI numeric accelerators and enhancers have been invented or borrowed 
from various other methods. This alone, aside from 100% success in solving 200+, mostly 
nonlinear, ODE/PDE is strong evidence that DFI is a correct path to pursue. The most 
complex applications to date are: 
1) supersonic boundary-layers (5th order, dual BVP, nonlinear, PDE, namely Prandtl’s); 
2) 6th order, triple BVP, ODE for stability of Bernard natural convection; 
3) 2-D Helmholtz; 
4) turbulent Navier-Stokes in the atmosphere; 
5) developing flows, 3rd order, nonlinear PDE. 
II. STAGE I/DFI - OBTAIN VOLTERRA IDE (FROM LAPLACE): 
Integrate equation (1) twice with respect to, say, y: 
$(z,~) = $,o)- f$2(v)~s 
G(+, y) = G(z,O) + yg(q 0) - $i’(Y - z)G(z, %jdt 
ML t:1-D 
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where integration by parts (Lovitt, 1950) has been used in (3). 
Equation (3) is the “Master”equation; note that both Dirichlet and Neumann condi- 
tions are displayed. One of these will be given in a well-posed problem and we “shoot”for 
the other by matching the given BC at y = 1 and for all z by sweeping across the do- 
main. We “march”but with central differences for the z-derivatives in (3); experience 
indicates that, as expected, backward differencing fails with numerical divergence about 
70% across the domain. Hence, the algol is: 
1. Fill the field with initial G-values by some means. 
2. Do a y-BVP for the first t-step off one z boundary. This BVP is solved as a sequence 
of IVP for each y-step until the opposite y-boundary is reached;“shoot”as necessary. 
3. When converged at this z, update (like Gauss-Seidel) 
4. Increment 2 and repeat steps 2-3 to the other z-boundary. 
5. Now, one has multiple choices for the second sweep: 
(a) Repeat steps 2-4 with updated G-iterates 
(b) “Reverse sweep”in z 
(c) Other sweep geometries 
(d) Use some relaxation factor and do one of (a)-(c); this is discussed herin. See 
references for 5.(a)-(c). 
DFI solutions of elliptic problems (1985-88) h ave used either 5.(a) or a “retrograde” 
modification of the basic linear sweep. This modifies step 4 by: 
1) When converged at any z-station (“frontier”), update and retrograde, to the prior 
x-station; compute a new iterate and update there. 
2) Proceed to the “frontier”z, recompute and update it. 
3) Increment 3: one-step beyond for a new “frontier”~. 
A recent theoretic DFI extension (Payne and Mokkapati, 1987) eliminates all deriva- 
tives in the Volterra forms (2) and (3). If (3) is integrated twice over x, then the x- 
derivatives go away. The results appear intractable due to “double-implicity”. However, 
a quadrature rule obviates this only apparent difficulty. Implementation of this new 
procedure for Laplace is in progress (Nair, 1989). 
III. DYNAMIC RELAXATION FACTORS: 
In prior numeric elliptic work (Payne and Mahmoudi, 1986, 1987; Payne, Nair and 
Mokkapati, 1988) we have used the algol given in Sec. II and, usually, adjoined the 
“retrograde” sweeping. No explicit “relaxation” factor has been used although DFI 
sweeps with Gauss-Seidel updating with new iterates as available can be viewed as a 
relaxation scheme of good efficiency. 
Having proved the numerical efficacy of DFI for elliptics, the time is now to begin 
looking at numeric accelerators which are compatible with fundamental elliptic behaviors. 
Several are proposed; numeric implementation is underway by second author. 
Some candidate dynamic relaxation factors [functions, really] are: 
1) Laplace operator residuals: 
V2G(x, y) = R(z, Y> (4 
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This field function measures, at each point for the kth sweep, the point-wise deviation 
of the current iterate solution from Laplace’s equation. 
2) Line residuals are obtained by integrating (4) along either x or y trajectories: 
R&) = [I’ R2(x, s)ds] * and R,(y) = [/)Z(J,YP]~ 
3) Global Norm of the error: 
GN= [~&1’dsR2(s,t)]’ 
4) Average Global Error (JK = number of interior grid-points): 
AGE=% 
5) Maximum Error (globally): 
ME = m={lR(x, y)l]; 
6) Maximum Line Errors (globally): 
MLx(y) = myax{lR(x, y)]) ; MLY(+) = mzp4Nr, YN 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
7) Infinity Norms: 
INy = rnzti 
[C,{I% YN] 
J (10) 
INx = max [C,W(~,Y)DI 
Y K (11) 
With any of these dynamic relaxation factors (functions), or others, one can choose 
the region of relaxation as: 
1) A single point (presumably where error is greater) 
2) An entire x-line or y-line 
3) The interior field by, say, the ratio: 
- + R(x, Y) 
GN 
[reverse the residual’s sign] 
a percentage relaxation also seems reasonable: 
- + R(x, Y) 
RF 
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where RF may be any of the above relaxation functions. Experience, without explicit 
relaxation but based upon many elliptic solutions and their iterative histories, suggests 
first choices as: 
RF= AGE, INx or INy 
Some rationale is as follows: 
1) RF = AGE: 
Intuitively the most appealing since AGE is the modulus of the global error. 
2) RF = INx or INy 
These are average maximum line errors, i.e., they give the y or x location of the x- or 
y- line which has the maximum deviation from Laplace’s equation. 
One now has the choice of relaxing a line or the entire field by the local RF(x, y) factor; 
the former seems preferable. None of these has been numerically implemented. After 
current numeric experiments are complete, concrete recommendations will be made. 
IV. CLOSURE 
Of course, the residuals, norms and relaxation functions discussed here are computable 
with any elliptic solver. An integral approach (DFI) has some advantages: 
1) Romberg quadratures easily improve accuracy to arbitrary fineness, limited only by 
the machine word-size. 
2) Other than R(z, y) all residuals and all norms are global in part or whole. This is an 
integral characteristic. 
3) The only differencing that need be done (with note on (3) above) is in the R(x, y) 
computation where divisions are limited to singletons if step-sizes are equal (two if not). 
4) Elliptic operators are inherently averages as are integrals; ergo, integral solvers are 
fundamentally more compatible with elliptic problems. 
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